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1. Main Introduction

3. CPR ‘Block Now’ Function

The CPR101 is designed for preventing nuisance calls
and spam faxes. It does this by filtering all calls made to
your phone.

The CPR101 ‘Block Now’ button is located on the
top of the unit. This allows you to block any
unwanted caller’s number instantly.

The CPR101 will block any number that is inputted into
its ‘Blocking list’ memory by using the CPR ‘Block Now’
button or manual programming.

Use this feature to block unwanted and withheld
numbers as they are calling you.

The CPR101 blocks spam faxes and nuisance
calls to your fax machine by using the 'Tel 2’ port.

At the touch of a button the unwanted caller’s
number is logged into the unit’s memory, the call will
hang up and the number blocked permanently.

The CPR101 is pre-programmed with all rogue calling
numbers known to the CALL PREVENTION REGISTRY

Note: To turn off withheld number blocker see instructions below.

4. Command Content

Connect CPR101 Phone interface to telephone
CPR101 line interface connects to BT line
Connect CPR101 to Fax port if required

Customer Support 0800 652 7780

Order
code

Command
function

significance

* 7#

Blocking list

CPR101 detects an incoming call which belongs to blocking list; the call will
hang up automatically. Numbers not on this list will receive normal ringing.

* 6#

Erasing a
number

Erases an inputted number from the ‘Blocking List’.

5. Command Operation
Programming a number into "Blocking" list
1. Pick up the telephone and input * 7# you will hear a ‘beep’.
2. Then enter the telephone number you wish to block, followed by the # key, you will hear a ‘beep’
to confirm success.
3. Enter the next number or hang up to complete setup.
Note:
Three "Beeps” means failure-Hang up and try inputting again
Ignore the BT operator error when inputting a number, listen for the confirmation “Beeps”
Erasing one Number from the "Blocking" list
1. Pick up the telephone and input * 6# you will hear a ‘beep’.
2. Then enter the telephone number you wish to delete from the call blocker followed by the # key,
you will hear a ‘beep’ to confirm success.
3. Hang up to complete setup.
To turn on/off withheld number blocker, use the same principle as above but don’t enter a
number i.e. * 7 # beep, then # to turn on and * 6 # beep, then # to turn off.

